
2024 Suzuki Vitara HYBRID JX MANUAL

Cash Price

Body

$37,790Includes GST

Fuel Type

Hybrid

Seats

5 seats

5 door, RV-SUV

Odometer

10 km

VIN

Reg No.

-

TSMLYDD1S00C26388

History

Silver / Black

Ext Colour

NZ New, Vehicle is Brand

New

Interior FeaturesExterior Features Mechanical Features

62281738

Wheels Audio

Stock ID

-

1400 cc, Hybrid

Transmission Interior

-

Engine

6-Speed Manual

17.0000", Factory Alloys

4 Carroll Street, Opposite Palmerston North Boys High School, Palmerston North 4410,

New Zealand

Eurocar Suzuki, Phone 06 356 6363, Email office@kiddmotorgroup.co.nz

Gain peace of mind

with Mechanical

Breakdown Insurance.

Ask us how.

+ on-road-costs of $990

Finance this vehicle

from only

$166.42
per week*

www.kiddmotorgroup.co.nz

Total Amount Payable

$43,268.02

The Suzuki Really Ridiculously Massive Mega Sale Save $3,000

Perfect for escaping everyday, the new Suzuki Vitara Hybrid is a

master of disguise. This suave-looking SUV combines hybrid

efficiency with Suzukis BoosterJet turbo engine for deceptively

smooth and ever-efficient performance. Along with all the clever

comforts and street-smart technology for a quick getaway, you'll be

on the run before you know it.

Nothing beats the feeling of freedom when you're on the run in the

new Vitara Hybrid. Sporting a 1.4 BoosterJet Turbo with 48V SHVS

hybrid system (Smart Hybrid Vehicle by Suzuki), this ingenious SUV

delivers efficient performance in the city, effortless open road

cruising, and plenty of off-road muscle for when you need it.

As a self-charging and low emitting hybrid, there's no need to worry

about changing the way you drive or plugging in the new Vitara

Hybrid. Always ready to go, Suzuki's Smart Hybrid fuel saving

technology combines a powerful petrol engine with fuel saving

* Finance calculation based on a 60 month term, no deposit and with an example annual fixed interest rate of 3.9%. Actual interest rate may be higher or lower.

Includes an establishment fee of $473.00. Full term total amount payable of $43,268.02. Estimate only, not an offer of finance. Terms, conditions and lending

criteria apply.


